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Metal foam evolution studied by synchrotron radioscopy
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Fraunhofer-Institute for Advanced Materials (IFAM), 28359 Bremen, Germany
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~Received 20 October 2000; accepted for publication 18 December 2000!

High-intensity synchrotron x-ray radioscopy was used to obtain real-time images of foaming metals,
thus allowing the formation, growth, and decay of such systems to be studied. Bubble generation,
foam coalescence and drainage of an aluminum-based alloy foam were investigated. Although the
foaming process appears to be very similar to the formation of aqueous foams, the observed rupture
behavior of thin metal films suggests that the processes responsible for metal foam stabilization and
destabilization must be quite different. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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Foams are liquid–gas mixtures that evolve in a comp
way governed by an interplay of viscosity, surface tensi
and gravity. The physics of foams is still a disputed area a
e.g., drainage1,2 or foam flow phenomena3,4 are just being
explored. Foams can be made from a variety of substan
such as water, polymers, glass, or even metals. Solid met
foams have attracted much attention because of their po
tial applications, e.g., in automotive and aerospace ind
tries, where their specific structure makes them useful
lightweight construction or crash energy absorption.5–7 Al-
though metal foams are rapidly becoming industrially imp
tant, surprisingly little is known about the physical proces
governing their formation. Further improvement of su
foams, however, requires more information about their liq
counterpart, which is difficult to obtain owing to the intran
parency, reactivity, high temperature and low electrical re
tivity of metal melts. Observation methods which are use
for studying aqueous foams such as, e.g., resistance, flu
cence, or light scattering measurements are therefore no
plicable. In contrast, using synchrotron radioscopy an
precedented insight into evolving metal foams could
gained.

Aluminum–silicon ~AlSi7! alloys were foamed by re
leasing hydrogen gas in metal powder compacts.8 For this a
metal powder blend Al17 wt % Si ~purity 99.5%, 2100
mesh! was mixed with 0.6 wt % of powdered titanium hy
dride (TiH2) after which the mix was hot pressed at 450 °
and 120 MPa. The resulting tablets were virtually den
~,0.75% porosity!. Foaming of the alloy was triggered b
heating tablets to the melting range of AlSi7 (577– 620 °
in normal atmosphere. This caused partial melting of
alloy, hydrogen release by the blowing agent, and forma
and inflation of bubbles and a corresponding volume exp
sion to 5–10 times of the original volume. Metal foams a
in many respects similar to aqueous foams: they are arra
ments of films intersecting in edges—the Plateau border
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which themselves meet in nodes. However, some differen
are also apparent: there is a lower limit for the liquid fracti
of about 10% which makes metal foams rather ‘‘wet’’ com
pared to ‘‘dry’’ aqueous foams that can have less than
liquid fraction.9

In order to observe the evolution of the internal structu
of metal foams in real time, foams were generated in a f
nace which was equipped with two water-cooled Al wi
dows through which a synchrotron x-ray beam could p
~see Fig. 1!. The beam, monochromatized to 33.17 keV, ge
erated an absorption radiograph which was captured with
electronic detector system based on a 102431024 pixel
CCD camera with 40mm pixel size.10 The CCD camera was
read out at frequencies between 2 and 3 Hz. The entire fo
ing experiment took a few minutes, corresponding to 50
900 radiographs for each of the 60 individual experime
carried out. Synchrotron beams had to be used becaus
their high intensity and very low divergence. Convention
microfocus x-ray tubes have been used for real time ob
vations of liquid metals,11,12but they do not allow for obtain-
ing sufficiently sharp images of the thin structures or
exposure times well below 1 s.

The radioscopic images showed a great wealth of det
of the foaming samples in various stages of evolution.
particular, if the samples were thin in the direction of the ra
the internal structure would be resolved very well. Pheno

il:
FIG. 1. Experimental setup for real-time radioscopy. The beam isH
515 mm high and 40 mm wide, the samples were betweenh54 and 7 mm
high before foaming, their thickness ranged fromd56 to 20 mm.
2 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcpyrts.html
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 to
ena such as bubble creation and growth, rupture of fil
local topological rearrangements, etc. can be studied. Fig
2 gives an impression of the possibilities, showing two clo
up images of a fully expanded AlSi7 foam~15% liquid frac-
tion! where d56.5 mm, corresponding to two to thre
bubble layers in the direction of the beam. Figure 3 sho
six different full-field radiographs of another expandin
AlSi7 foam in different stages of evolution~d510 mm!. The
various evolution steps can be divided into two phases:~I!
the first four frames show a sample rising from its init
thickness to maximum height,~II ! the last three frames
foam with an almost constant volume in which internal p
cesses lead to changes in the bubble structure.

Looking at phase~II ! one sees that the foam structu
gets coarser with time and there is a slight tendency fo
metal flowing downwards under the influence of gravi
However, thisdrainage effect is rather weak: the vertica
density profile remains fairly constant with time and most
the observed material rearrangement is associated with
ture phenomena which lead to short pulses of metal fl
Only an increase of temperature to at least 750 °C in furt
experiments led to considerable and more continuous dr
age. Analysis of the entire movie reveals that spontane
cell rupture is the sole mechanism for coarsening and
there is no sign for gradual gas diffusion between the ce
The cell walls rupture in less than 500 ms. One rupture p
cess is seen in Fig. 2: the left frame shows a plateau bo
and corresponding films which are about 2 pixels~80 mm!
thick. They have disappeared in the second frame 500
later, thus demonstrating that aluminum films cannot
stretched beyond this limit but become unstable. This is v
different from the behavior of most aqueous films.

The irrelevance of diffusion becomes understandabl
one roughly estimates the time for diffusion of hydrog
through a film of 80mm thickness: using a diffusion consta
of D53.231023 cm2/s for H2 in Al,13 and a surface tensio
of g50.91 N/m14—both at 660 °C—one finds that bubble
with, e.g., a radius ofR53 mm have excessive pressures
2g/R'600 Pa. A typical pressure difference between t
adjacent bubbles of, e.g.,Dp5100 Pa would give rise to a
gas flow of j 55 nmol cm22 s21 which would empty the
bubble only after more than 1 h.

The apparent difference between metal foams and a
ous foams requires some explanation. In aqueous foams
films are stabilized by surfactant molecules which cover th
surface and form a monolayer of oriented dipoles. Films

FIG. 2. Cell rupture observed in an AlSi7 foam. The two successive ra
graphs were taken from a series of 800 and show a closeup of the ori
total image area of 30315 mm2 ~left and middle!. Time separation between
the images is 500 ms. The structure that ruptures is marked by an arrow
is made visible in the difference picture~right!; foaming temperature was
700 °C. The sample wasd56.5 mm thick which leads to an initial x-ray
transmission of 21.3%.
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get as thin as 10–30 nm as liquid drains out under the in
ence of gravity. Thin films are stabilized by electrosta
forces between the two dipole layers and the Gibb
Marangoni effect.9,15 As thin films allow gas to diffuse
across them, small bubbles with a higher internal press
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FIG. 3. Series of expansion stages of an AlSi7 alloy monitored by x-
radioscopy. The original sample~frame 1! wasd510 mm thick~x-ray trans-
mission of 9.1%!. In frames 4–6 the foam has risen to more than 15 m
height and is therefore truncated. I marks phases of rising foam, II stage
decaying foam at nearly constant volume. The times given refer to a sta
which expansion started which was about 120 s after inserting the sa
into the furnace preheated to 700 °C.

 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcpyrts.html
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are prone to disappear. Liquid metal films, in contrast,
stabilized differently because the electrostatic forced
screened. It is widely accepted that a metal can only
foamed if fine solid particles are suspended in the melt. S
particles can be either added to the melt before foaming,16,17

be formed in the melt byin situ oxidation18 or, as in the
foams described in this letter, be either a solid componen
the particular alloy while melting~Al-rich phase in the Al–Si
eutectic!, or metallic oxides which permanently reside in t
foaming material and that are remnants of the former t
('30 nm) oxide layers on the aluminum powders. An oxi
content of 0.7 wt % was measured.8 The way solid particles
act is still in dispute. In direct analogy to aqueous foam
was suggested that solid particles are only partially we
and cover the surface thus increasing surface viscosity.16,17

Moreover, as suspended solid particles increase the app
viscosity of a melt, a bulk effect is usually presumed.16,17

The real-time observations of metal foams of this wo
allow to assess these pictures in various ways. First, the
ibly weak drainage at moderate temperatures shows
gravity-induced flow is indeed very limited as long as te
peratures do not get into a range where the solid phas
dissolved and fluidity increases too much. The solid partic
can be thought to build up mechanical barriers in the t
films and hinder flow. Thus, the postulated bulk viscos
effect is certainly of paramount importance. Second, ho
ever, the sudden rupture of films at a critical thickness
about 50–80mm suggests that particles can also be dest
lizing rather than maintaining the film, 60mm is the approxi-
mate size of the largest Al-rich precipitates in the melt
seen from micrographs of solidified foams.8 Prolonged
stretching and corresponding thinning of metal films bel
50–80mm can therefore lead to a situation where the p
ticles extend over the entire film diameter. Instead of wett
and bridging the particles the liquid can recede from them
the wetting conditions between particles and melt are un
vorable~‘‘pinchoff effect’’ !. Collapse of the entire film fol-
lows. Such effects are known from emulsions and aque
foams15,19 and can be used to deliberately destabilize foa
e.g., in oil recovery.20 Last, observing cell walls near th
sample surface shortly after rupture revealed that repe
remnants of cell walls remained visible for some seconds
small arcs which were then slowly absorbed by the rema
ing liquid. This shows that one further effect is important:
the moving melt is prone to oxidation, thin but very rig
alumina skins are formed on the surface of the very reac
metal, thus leading to a high apparent viscosity which he
Downloaded 16 Mar 2001 to 134.102.250.9. Redistribution subject to
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to stabilize the films. Therefore, there might be a surfa
effect which, however, has no analogy in aqueous foams

Turning to the first four images in Fig. 3 one sees th
foam creation and further expansion is also rather differ
from what one would expect from an analogy with aqueo
foams: the evolving hydrogen gas causes the formation
highly oblate cracklike voids rather than nucleating in
small round bubbles. These voids round off as the me
expands and finally become fairly equiaxed after ab
120 s. The direction of foam rise is always parallel to t
short axis of the voids which in turn is parallel to the pres
ing direction of the powder mix. Therefore, the texture c
ated during pressing of the powders must be responsible
this anisotropy. This implies that the very first pore form
tion already takes place in the solid state. Development o
blowing agent with a higher decomposition temperatu
could avoid this anisotropy.
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